Acoustic Correlates of Speaker Confidence: Can They Tell I Don't Know?
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Background
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Rate the diﬃculty level of this question

Figure 1. Sample
experiment screens for
the question type,
confidence rating
scale, and diﬃculty
level.
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Production Study
• Social factors and knowledge affect how speakers produce
confidence
• Pitch slope (rising intonation) was the strongest predictor
of uncertainty
• Speakers adaptively dampened pitch slope to indicate
more confidence under social pressure
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Ptyalin is an enzyme produced in the ______ ?
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Comprehension Study
• Listeners reliably perceived and made decisions about
speaker confidence on vocal cues
• Listeners had more difficulty processing speaker vocal
cues of confidence in the social pressure condition

Production Study (results)
• Question Accuracy: (ß = -2.9, se = 0.8, t = -3.4, p < .001)
2
• Linear Regression: (R = .42, F(19, 136) = 5.3, p < .001)
Table 1
Unstandardized estimates, standard errors, t, p values, and
semi-partials for significant regression eﬀects.
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Production Study: N = 17
• Social vs No Social Pressure (btwn sub)
• 85 questions (ICC = .83)
• Acoustic Measures: speaking duration, dB range, dB
and pitch slope (i.e., rising intonation)
• Confidence rating (dv)= x coordinate (x-axis pixels) of
the confidence rating scale (see Fig. 1)
• Question Difficulty (dv) = Easy, Moderate, Hard
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Discussion
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• Confidence carries social-communicative utility for
both speakers and listeners [1] [4] [5] [7]
• We perceive, extract and make decisions about
confidence both in the moment, and continuously after the
decision is made [2]
• Speakers are likely able to adaptively modify acoustic
behaviors to achieve social-pragmatic goals — e.g,
knowing when to fake it [3] [6] [8]
• It is expressed most saliently by vocal cues during speech
production [3] [8] — yet the acoustic properties of confidence
and its effect on listener comprehension have yet to be
identified
Hypothesis
• Expression of confidence cues are modified to achieve
social pragmatic goals — e.g., to fake it
• Listeners should be able to detect speaker confidence if
the speaker produces relevant cues
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Figure 2. Confidence rating as a function of
perceived question diﬃculty by Social
Pressure Condition.

Comprehension Study (results)
• Mixed Random Effects: maximal random effects structure
•Social Pressure, Question Presence, Accuracy, Acoustics
Table 2
Unstandardized estimates, standard errors, t, and p values
for significant fixed eﬀects.
Standardized*Conﬁdence*Diﬀerence*

Comprehension Study: N = 14
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• Question vs. No Question (btwn sub)
• 12 (of the 85) Questions x 13 Talkers (156 trials) — from
the production study
• Standardized Confidence Difference (dv)= Speaker xcoord/Mean x-coord (per question)
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dB slope not included in analysis — not a significant predictor in production study model

• Speakers may adaptively modify and control vocal cues to
express metacognitive judgements of confidence under social
pressure
• Which effects the way a listener hears it — So, no. They can’t
tell you are faking it, unless you want them to

Figure 3. Standardized diﬀerence in confidence
ratings between speaker and listener by Social
Pressure condition and speaker perceived question
diﬃculty.
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